
 

FACILITIES INSPECTION REPORT-  KOH SAMUI  - A BRIEF OVERVIEW
 

As an unsolicited gesture to my employer, I decided to further my professional development and inspect assets and 
infrastructure of Koh Samui for 10 days at the end of June. These inspections also covered accommodation and air-terminal 
facilities at Singapore and Bangkok.  
 

At Singapore, time allowed little more than sleep and preparation of a plan of action at Raffles Hotel Long Bar. Two further days 
and nights in Bangkok allowed me to build strength for the remaining programme.  
 

The island of Koh Samui is situated off the E coast of Thailand and is about 900 times larger than the UoW campus. I noted that 
there were many other experts - mostly Italians, Germans, Japanese, British and Australians - who had also selected the island 
for close inspection. 
 

The photos do not exaggerate the harsh survey conditions.  
 

My accommodation was a last resort –the last resort at the S end of Chaweng Noi, probably the best beach on the island. Very 
brief comment on this resort and the island’s features follows:- 
 

Structures:  Varied, with no use of steel other than for reinforcement and cutlery. Timber is a common material, particularly 
bamboo and cane. I extensively load tested such furniture at the nearby beachside bars and eateries. 
 

Roofing:  Carried multiple TV satellite dishes without strain. 
 

External Walls:  No windows or doors around the air terminal or my resort’s reception area, but found this absence a common 
design feature. Otherwise, walls appeared to be adequate for privacy and to hold buildings up. 
 

Internal Walls:  Bedroom and bathroom walls adequately soundproof. 
 

Internal Floors:  None missing. Capable of supporting additional load of sand brought in on jandals. 
 

Water Supply:  Only guaranteed potable water supply is in bottles. Much safer to drink local beer (Singha), despite contamination 
with 6% alcohol. Contamination easily disguised if taken with ample quantities of the (excellent and cheap) Thai food. 
 

Electrical:  Adequate to run air-conditioner, hair-dryer, mini-bar and TV simultaneously. 
 

Mechanical:  Ambient temperatures boring, with little year-round variance from 25 deg. C minimum to 33 deg. C max. Humidity 
can be high, but not in June. Method of relief from the heat is to walk into the sea, lie in the shallows for several hours and then 
emerge to a beach-side massage. Decision required whether this is with or without oil. Care also needed not to burn soles of feet 
on the sand.  (NB: The room air conditioning leaked once during my stay – response time, 2 minutes. Remedy – 100% effective. 
FMD to note.) 
 

FFE:  My accommodation on the top floor had all usual facilities, although there was only one flat-screen TV and my mini-bar
could have been a few paces closer to the private balcony with sea view. 
 

Drainage:  Standard of Thai hygiene is allegedly variable but I can report no obligation to test the sewage facilities beyond 
normal. Most Thai townships offer inspectors ample opportunity to conduct odour tests and view open manholes at many street 
corners. 
 

Roading:  Island roads are either concrete or dirt, making no difference to their running quality. Most local vehicles take the form 
of large air-conditioning units with wheels, steering capability and the possibility of seats. Visiting asset inspectors are generally 
transported in higher quality comfort. There is a 60km/hour speed limit everywhere and mopeds are commonplace. No licensing 
or insurance is necessary for these, and there appeared to be one crash-helmet shared by every-one on the island. Mopeds 
carrying families of four are commonplace. 
 

Conclusion:  Ten days is insufficiently long to complete a survey and I need another opportunity to complete the exercise, 
preferably sooner rather than later. I am advised, disappointingly, the University appears reluctant to sanction this valuable work 
as a cost to its operations. 

Trevor Harris
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View from private balcony: note emergency 
water supply feature in centre of photo 

The writer before stress of audit took its toll 
 

General view of beach: note sunbeds, 
umbrellas etc ready for auditor smoko 
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Boat Racing – article from Emma Coker 
 
Well where do I begin.....Most people in FMD should know by now that I am a bit of a Petrol/propeller head and that I spend most 
weekends during the summer months away at racing events.  We race mainly in the summer, (so that the water temperature is 
bearable) starting in late October, running through to the Nationals at Easter.  This gives the guys all winter to repair broken 
boats, and build bigger, better and faster engines!  Well that’s what they say anyway.  
 
The last big event on the calendar for the 2003-04 season was the NZ Speedboat Nationals held at Lake Karapiro, Cambridge 
over Easter weekend.  55 boats entered for nine New Zealand Championship titles.  Unfortunately there was a lot of damage to 
boats over the weekend, and not just engine damage. A few with big holes, a fire and one boat destroyed.  Not a nice way to 
finish off the season.  On a good note, both my brother and father won their titles - the first time that a father and son have won 
NZ titles in the same weekend, so it was very special.   Dad won the Grand Prix title – these boats race at about 260kph, and 
Scott won the Formula Three title.  Scott also broke the New Zealand speed record for this class at 163kph.  The club that we 
belong to also had a very successful weekend, taking away the Canadian Trophy for the most points. 
 
As for me following in the footsteps of the boys – I am sad to say that my short and sweet racing career is over, with my brother 
selling his small (manageable) boat and moving up to another which has about four times as much power.  There is also the 
problem of me not being able to reach the pedal, or being able to see over the dashboard!  Onwards and upwards I say – the 
Race Controllers seat looks good to me! 

    
                                Boss Mobil 1 –                                                                                                           Howzat –  
    The boat that my father has raced for the last three seasons.                          My brother’s boat – he even let me race it to get my licence. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MYSTERY BUS TRIP – OCTOBER 2004 
The FMD Social Club is hoping to organise a mystery bus trip for sometime in October.   
You will be taken to places within the Waikato.  Those interested, please put your name on  
the board in the FMD tearoom. 
  
BOAT TRIP “RIVERHEAD FERRY” 4th DECEMBER 2004 
Cost $35 for FMD social club donators, payable by those who have not already paid and  
are interested in now going.  $50 non social club donators.  All those interested in going  
please put your name down on the board in the FMD tearoom. Bus leaves Hamilton 7.30am. 
Those who went on the bus trip to Auckland on 28th February 2004 will be charged $20  
each for the bus. 
 

 

 

The best kept secret in town, “don't tell anyone the All Blacks will be practicing at the Uni Grounds” 
Many onlookers took advantage of being able to view the All Blacks practising on campus on the afternoon of 23rd June 
(umbrellas and all).  Their opposition from Argentina were there on the 24th June – a better kept secret as no one knew they 
would be there until the bus arrived in the carpark!!! 

Marganne Allen finished work this week, for a period of parental leave, to await the arrival of her baby in August.  She will 
forward some pictures which we will share with everyone when her little bundle of joy arrives!!   


